Wayne is in book remodeling mode. I’m surrounded by boxes of pictures, books, lists and then there are all the chapter elements to work up and organizing it all in computer files. But, I’m having fun with it. “The Wonder of Knifemaking” was twelve-years old when it went out of print. It was based on seven years of writing for BLADE Magazine. With a total now of nineteen-years of written stuff there is no excuse for not making it a wonderful, updated, all in color book with the second edition.

I’m working up a new chapter on the value of sharing and how a club (like the 5160 Club) can be of great value as a learning-teaching-sharing tool. At the meeting I will attempt to get a group picture of the Eugene 5160 Club for the new book. If you have one of my books bring it so that you can be holding it in the picture. An excellent example is the portable outfit day we had at Jim Jordan’s farm. And, next spring we hope to do it again. Bohemia Mining Days was great fun too.

I’ve got another interesting surprise presenter for the October 7 meeting. Woodcraft Store, Coburg Road, Eugene, 6pm-8pm.

Wasn’t Bill Harsey an interesting speaker last month? There wasn’t time for me to show my collection of antler anomalies so I’ll bring it to the meeting and will do a little demonstration called “The Stag Doctor”. Time permitting.

That’s about it for this time.

Hope see you at the meeting.

Wayne

The Eugene 5160 Club at Jim Jordan’s, May 2010. Six portable outfits showed up and we all had a great time and the lunch was fantastic.